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Strategic Action Plan - Summary

Problem/Opportunity Statement
At this time, the Ottawa community - including the residents, businesses and government of the City of Ottawa stands at a crossroads when it comes to taking meaningful action to combat climate change. Like other cities in
Canada and around the world, Ottawa has declared a climate emergency. According to scientific consensus,
anthropogenic climate change is an urgent global problem. According to a recent analysis by the Global Carbon
Project, the planet has a mean budget of approximately 600 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide left to emit before the
planet warms dangerously by more than 1.5℃ to 2℃ above pre-industrial levels. To keep within this global carbon
budget, the world’s countries must realize year-over-year emissions reductions starting by around 2020 and
continuing towards full de-carbonization by mid-century.
The global nature of the climate challenge requires action at the national and sub-national levels. Similar to its
counterparts at the Government of Canada and the Government of Ontario, the City of Ottawa seeks to reduce
emissions by 80% below 2012 levels by 2050. This entails addressing the Ottawa community’s five emissions
sources: buildings, transportation, solid waste, agriculture and wastewater. However, two local emissions sources
are particularly important; buildings and the built environment account for 49% of the Ottawa community’s
emissions, while transportation accounts for 40%.3
The City of Ottawa’s climate strategy is contained in the 2014 Air Quality and Climate Change Management Plan
and the Energy Evolution process is in motion for articulating a bold renewable energy and conservation strategy.
In Ottawa, policy measures a significant leverage points required for buildings and the built environment to move
towards net zero by 2050. A systemic approach to building retrofits is also required; according to some estimates,
at least half of the buildings that will be in use in developed economies by 2050 have already been built.
Addressing climate change means more than responding to a threat to the future health of our city and our
livelihoods - it is also an opportunity to redesign the Ottawa community’s energy and building system to promote
healthy, green and prosperous city. If we do not step up, and simply continue business as usual, we may find
ourselves losing out in the green economy of the future while failing to secure local energy resilience. We will do
this while facing increasing climate-related risks damaging infrastructure and livelihoods, in floods, heat waves and
unpredictable weather patterns affecting agriculture and logistics.
Climate change is too complex of an issue to be resolved by any one entity. Government bodies at all levels, energy
producers, distributors and users, developers, investors, and community leaders must work together, rising above
the perspective of each organization to find innovative ways of working, relating, and governing to ensure we
reach the superordinate goal of prospering as a whole as we shift to a climate-sustaining economy. We know there
is demand for action - for example, 73% of Canadians want their governments to do more to limit further climate
change from happening, and the vast majority are in favour of various policies to reduce emissions. Beyond policy
changes, addressing climate change requires sustained education and culture change, including an inculcation of
the inter-generational nature of climate problems and solutions. We must be wise leaders together, to build a
healthy and sustainable world for all.
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Pathway of Change and Measurement Framework
The collective has worked together to define a pathway of change, modeling the long-term outcomes
we aspire to achieve and the conditions we need to put in place to achieve them. We will invest in
measuring the top level outcomes of this theory of change on an annual basis. Ottawa will have a pulse
on how we are doing compared to the urgent needs of the Climate Emergency, and can focus on areas
that are falling behind. Our first projects as a collective will focus on strategic areas, but we will gather
information about what other institutions are achieving to offer the big picture and help make
connections for future projects and programs. For more details on the theory of change, read the full
VOLT! Theory of Change document found on the Sustainable Eastern Ontario website under Our Work,
Collective Impact.
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Strategic Direction
Upon assessing the gaps in the landscape of the theory of change, and the best fit for the strengths of
the groups involved in the Collective Impact project, we identified that our common agenda that would
best serve the community with a focus on low rise residential retrofits. This is an area that is difficult for
municipal and business actors to have an impact, but a collective effort could move the needle on a
significant source of GHG emissions in Ottawa. The five strategic areas of focus for 2020 to 2025 for this
collective mirror the theory of change, but focus each pillar on residential retrofits, as well as policy
change for new builds and building a culture of support for these initiatives.
1. Massively scale up low rise, residential deep retrofits to address 60% of building GHG’s in Ottawa.
2. Policy Engagement to motivate wide-spread increase in new and retrofit green building.
3. Citizen’s movement for smart, green economy.
4. Social Finance Lab to scale up access to capital for our residential retrofit program.
5. Training and certification for skills of which we have a shortage as we scale up residential retrofits.

Focus areas where we can have the most impact
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The collective strategy is the underpinning for programs and projects including grant proposals and
research projects and enterprising endeavors. Our action plan is currently as follows. The purpose of
the June 5th summit is to get feedback and refinement on the action plan and start building partnerships
for grant applications and strategically aligned projects.

Action Plan Draft
Strategic Direction

Actions

Outcome: Conditions to

Program Indicator (1st

1. Scale-Up Low rise,
residential Deep
Retrofits

1a. Create a neighbourhood
level program to encourage
low rise residential retrofits in
large numbers with capital
supports and behaviour
change programs in place.

1.1.2 – Home
owners incentivized
to pursue deep
energy retrofits

3 neighbourhoods
committed.

(Net zero ready –
envelope, equipment,
fuel switch, energy
vacation, new home
retrofit,, comfort, health
resilience ideas)

2. Policy Engagement to
motivate wide-spread
increase in green
building.

achieve on VOLT theory of change

Number of Audits
complete
Number of homes deep
retrofit per year

1.2.1 Users
understand
energy saving
behaviours & are
adequately
motivated.

Number of households
signed up for
community comparison
energy tracking with a
reduction goal and
priority actions for their
family.

2a) Research and support City
of Ottawa counselors, finance
department and
environmental committee,
and planning committee and
Mayor, to understand and
implement policies that raise
the bar for new buildings and
retrofits.

2.1 Government
Champions
Support from
municipality and
other levels of
government

Number of Champions:
Mayor, Counselors,
committee chairs
agreed to be champions

2b.
-Research and present a
unified voice on critical
aspects needed in Official Plan
to support developing low
carbon neighbourhoods.

2.3
Official Plan
zoning and council
decisions enforce
sustainable
communities with

2019-2020
Official Plan Review
maintains priority on
sustainability and
strengthens the
requirement for green
building and renewable
energy infrastructure
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Goal (1st draft)

draft)

Y1 – 3
neighbourhoods
Y1- 1000 audits
Y2 – 500/yr
Y4 – 2000/yr
Y6 – 2400/yr till
2050

Y1 – 500/yr
Y3- 1500/yr
Y5 – 2000/yr

12-15
Champions

Sustainability
Priority: Yes/No
Strengthens
green
infrastructure:
Yes/No

3. Citizen’s movement
for smart, green
economy

4. Social Finance to
scale up access to
capital for residential
retrofits

- Strategically Participate in
Community Development
Plans to encourage green
building practices.
- Check up on progress and
how well the Official Plan and
Community Plans are being
implemented.
2c. Support process for the
City, Citizens and Developers
to create a made in Ottawa
green standard, step code
and/or bylaws that adequately
address the climate
emergency and respects the
needs of local businesses.
2d. Explore possibilities to
support provincial policies for
resilient, net zero homes and
retrofits.
3a. Cultivate local influential
leaders to champion the green
building and energy cause.
Use a professional agency.

green building
requirements and
incentives

3.1.1 Influential
Stakeholders
understand the
urgency of climate
change and
possibility of
innovation
leadership for
Ottawa

# of committed leaders
and their # of followers

50 committed
leaders creating
ripples with
10,000’s of
followers on
media and
social media

3b. Citizen’s Education and
Awareness campaign to
increase support for transition
to green economy, resilience,
health. (Pod cast, NGO
Events, Green Home Tours,
Door Conversations, Game)
4a. Run a residential retrofits
social finance lab process with
relevant players and experts
participating. Aggregate
opportunities (PACE, BONDs,
Co-Energy, insurance)

3.2.1 Public
engaged and
motivated in energy
and climate
conversation and
education

Citizen support for
healthy, resilient, green
building as a high
priority for Ottawa as
measured in a
professional survey

Increase
support 30%
over 3 years.
Voted higher
priority than
roads.

3.3
Effective
collaboration and
alignment among
stakeholders

Participation of high
seniority representative
from each relevant area
of expertise

Investors
Investees
Intermediaries
Insurance
(INTACT)
City of Ottawa
finance
Co-op banks,
credit unions
CFO
Acadmeic
Major
Retrofitters

2.3.1 Green
Standard

Rate each community
plan on sustainability
strength

All 42 plans very
high strength by
2030.

Y/N : Ottawa upholds
the Provincial green
code

Y:

Number of exceptions
granted to new builds
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Ottawa
enforces
building code –
no/low number
of exceptions.

5. Training and
certification for skills of
which we have a
shortage as we scale up
residential retrofits.

4b. Study/compile costs and
returns of proposed retrofit
technology choices for
Ottawa. Create agreements,
risk rating, and financial
products to support
residential retrofits

4.4.1 Investor
awareness and
confidence is high in
Life Cycle Cost and
ROI Analysis of
green building and
retrofit projects

Risk rating, return and
social benefit rating on
investment of financial
product we create.

- Low risk
- Slow, low
return but still
worth an
impact
investment
- Social benefit
high and clearly
articulated

4c. Market products to invest
in residential retrofits

4.4 Private impact
investors contribute
100’s of millions
dollars to green
building project
investments

Y/N Product created to
offer to impact
investors

Y – one or more
products
created

$ money invested in
this product

Y3: 10M/year
Y5: 50M/year
Y7: 120M/year
till 2050

5.3.2 Skills gaps are
Understood for
Ottawa and relevant
training and
certification are
available on the job
5.4 Expertise
Network
established
5.3 Contractors
engineers,
architects and
auditors are
knowledgeable and
skilled in
implementing many
green building
projects
5.3 Contractors
engineers,
architects and
auditors are
knowledgeable and
skilled in
implementing many
green building
projects

Study completed

Yes

Size of skills gap in
residential retrofits in
capacity to retrofit #of
houses per year

Small-no gap
increase
capacity as we
increase
number of
projects

Feasibility Study Meeting a need in the
market to know who to
trust for green retrofits

Meet a need
Y/N

Number of orgs
certified

Partners on
board Y/N

5a. Study to identify local skills
gaps in residential retrofits or
communication/trust gaps
where skills are present
5b.Networking for training
opportunities from other cities
5c. Create a solution or link
existing programs to bridge
the identified gaps

5d. Social Enterprise Certified
process for residential
retrofitters
(Partner with Canadian Home
Builders Association,
International Building )
Conduct a short feasibility
study to assess if our target
market is interested and
willing to pay for training and
certification, under what
conditions.
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Generating income for
the collective

Profitable Y/N

Action Plan Details
1. Community Resilience Retrofit model
Residential GHGs are 60% of building GHGs in Ottawa. There is a gap in programs and motivation for
deep retrofits for homes. People need hand holding along the whole process. We propose hosting
community dialogues by neighbourhood, in partnership with community leaders to educate residents
about resiliency and net zero retrofits and encourage neighbourhood-wide participation in a deep
retrofit program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pilot in three neighbourhoods, one rural, one suburban, on city centre, chosen on
neighbourhood interest and potential impact
Participating homes are audited (about 1,000 homes per neighbourhood)
Expert consultants create deep retrofit plans for participants
200-500 Deep retrofits are completed with partner contractors including community wide
thermal energy projects, building envelop, heat pumps, windows, lights, electricity use
behaviour change, solar projects… a suite that makes sense through the energy audit process.
Create a funding mechanism so home owners don’t have to invest capital. They agree to pay
the energy savings back to the program slowly over time, this commitment rests with the
property.
Report and celebrate the energy savings, home value increases and resiliency performance of
the completed projects
Program funded by Trillium, LEEP, FCM…
Capital managed by LC3 through a bundling mechanism developed by the social finance lab.

2. Policy Engagement - for the underpinnings of green buildings standards and connections to district
energy to be built into Ottawa’s Official Plan, and the subsequent creation of green building polices and
supporting by-laws.
The City of Ottawa’s Official plan, strong green building policies and adherence to the provincial building
code going net zero by 2030, all send strong signals to developers and tradespeople that it is time to
seriously invest in green buildings and training. The official plan is the foundational vision document for
the city and is currently under an expedited review process.
•

Create an advocacy committee made up of key stakeholders to identify and proactively lobby
federal, provincial and municipal government with a municipal focus on influencing the city’s
Official Plan, Community Plans, and the establishment of Green Building policies.

•

Committee researches and present a strong unified voice on the key input we would like to see
during the official plan consultations in 2019.
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•

Advocacy from diverse actors for a ‘green building standard’ in Ottawa similar to Vancouver and
Toronto, understanding the limits of Ottawa’s regulatory framework and advocating for the full
use of Ottawa’s powers, or for the extension of Ottawa’s ability to uphold building standards

•

Ongoing collaborative dialogues with developers, utilities, NGOs, NRCan office of energy
efficiency, citizens, City staff to understand key issues, and to advocate at Provincial and Federal
levels for strong signals towards green building requirements. (Incentives, carbon pricing, laws,
policies)

•

Partner with a municipal lawyer or experienced city planner to help interpret the powers that
the City of Ottawa does and does not have. Communicate any clarity we gain in clear fact
sheets to councilors, planners, etc.
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3. Citizen’s movement for smart, green economy
-

Cultivate local influential leaders to champion the green building and energy cause
Citizen campaign, including strategic media campaign, to raise citizen awareness and support

There is currently public and provincial pushback against carbon taxes. The City does not tend to push
policies that people and businesses do not want. We need to frame the challenge and the solutions as
economic development and green job creation and motivate people to support councilors who will vote
for serious climate change actions and innovation investments. Citizen demand is a foundational driver
for politicians and businesses, they are checking the pulse of society regularly. Cultivate influential
voices in Ottawa to raise the profile of this issues and solutions.
•
•

•
•
•

Professionally led Leadership Capital campaign to have influential leaders promote the
programs and changes of the collective impact work.
Strategic media partner such as Media Style, and National corporate partner such as Telus, for a
national campaign, centered in Ottawa, for green buildings and supporting new green jobs
demanded by citizens, leading up to municipal election.
Energy Literacy program in social media, radio, podcasts helping Ottawa citizens understand the
risks and trade-offs of various energy strategies in Ottawa
Look for ways to strategically amplify the climate action voice in ways that politicians measure
Demonstrate high citizen support is for key policy changes

4. OttECI Finance Lab
Working group to research financial instruments that would best be used to implement the plans and
programs of OttECI work.
•
•
•
•

Financial thought leaders meeting a few times a year, led by Tessa Hebb social finance expert
Strategize how to funnel capital into residential retrofits and how to realize some return on
investment at a rate, risk and return that can be marketed as a social impact investment
Create and market investment product
Define a process for rating the risk of the products/retrofit projects as they are brought on-line

5. Training and certification for skills of which we have a shortage as we scale up these programs.
Become clearer on skills shortages or missing information links, build trust in the skills available and
train the right people in any missing skills, in time for the rise in demand. Becoming a certification body
can become an income stream for the collective to continue advocacy and work. There is a skilled trades
shortage in general, not just green retrofits. In order to ramp up to 20,000 retrofits per year we will
need a lot of people to get trained in the right skills.
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•

Identify the specific skills gaps in Ottawa
- inspectors, auditors, which trades, planners

•

Develop certification process for busy tradespeople to up-level their green building skills and
connect them to customers as a trusted source.

•

Develop an advisory council to approve the certification process

•

Employers can flag skills they forecast missing and employees can start training in those skills to
advance their career, in partnership with Labour Market Links

Supportive Functions
Governance of collective
We will have a facilitated workshop with the leadership circle, to organize the governance model going
forward for this collective impact effort.
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership circle as oversight
Steering committee as operational and funding lead
Backbone organization to receive funding and distribute funds
Communications working group to manage external communications, create a website and
brand and keep the various stakeholders informed and engaged
Shared Measurement framework

Innovation hack-a-thons and prizes
Programs and challenges to scale up innovation in green buildings in Ottawa.
Ottawa has a great eco-system for technology innovation, but it currently does not focus much on green
building. If we can link the smart city and the green city we may be able to crack some of the challenges
to our goals. This work can support the main programs to be more innovative and successful in scaling
up over time.
•

Invite tech community, developers and retrofitters to series of design sprints for improving
results of scaling up the retrofit economy in Ottawa

•

Support creation of LC3 hub, partner with NRCan’s LEEP program in Ottawa, the Social
Innovation HUB, L-SPARK

•

Hack-a-thon for topics of filling the skills gap and distributed energy models and virtual net
metering implementation
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•

Provide judging and large prizes to implement ideas, provided by corporate and government
sponsor

Energy Evolution
The collective plans to continue to work closely with the Energy Evolution team at the City of Ottawa to
align efforts, partner on specific projects and make the best use of resources as a whole.
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